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POWERVAR Announces Virtual Demo Room Available 24/7 at POWERVAR Website
Waukegan, IL (September 26, 2007) – POWERVAR, Inc. today announced that it has
developed a virtual demo room on its website at www.powervar.com. POWERVAR has long been
acknowledged as the industry leader in providing the knowledge necessary to understand power quality
issues and to differentiate power quality products available in the marketplace. The demo room is the
latest addition to the educational section of POWERVAR’s website called The ABC’s of Power
Conditioning. The demo room has two separate sections – one for power conditioning products and one
for uninterruptible power products. Each section offers the opportunity to compare the power quality
performance of a variety of power protection technologies via interactive selection by the user.
“Education has been a hallmark of POWERVAR operations,” states George Lannert,
POWERVAR’s president and CEO. “There are so many copycat power protection products available that
customers can become easily confused. Our virtual demo room uses the power of the internet to provide
a 24/7 self service learning environment where it’s easy and convenient to learn a great deal about power
quality,” concludes Lannert.
POWERVAR’s virtual demo room was created using the power and flexibility of software and
computer technology to capture the full motion video performance of a variety of power conditioning and
uninterruptible power products. Actual video was then rendered into compact and fast downloading
Flash® packages. “Our virtual demo room allows us to display on our website what in the past we’ve
only been able to show our customers face to face,” says Dennis Ver Mulm, POWERVAR’s Vice
President of Marketing. “Now we can walk a customer through a demonstration in minutes even though
we may only be able to meet with them for a limited time via the telephone or web cast.”
POWERVAR is a global provider of power management systems, headquartered in Waukegan,
Illinois, with international sales and distribution offices in Swindon, United Kingdom and Paderborn,
Germany. The company’s primary products include transformer-based power conditioners and

uninterruptible power supplies (UPS). All POWERVAR products are in full compliance with the
European Union’s WEEE and RoHS directives. The company is ISO 9001:2000 registered and continues
to lead the industry by creating higher standards for power quality to support increased technology in
business, government and nonprofit sectors.
More information about POWERVAR and its product line can be found at www.powervar.com.
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